
GUIDE TO FILLING OUT 
TECHNICAL ORDER FORMS



GETTING STARTED
While filling technical service forms Exhibitor can:
• change the type of stand chosen under the participation contract to one of the following options: 

Standard or Premium;
• order additional equipment and services available for the chosen type of the stand. 

Please, see all available stand types and mark your choice in Form Т.

Please choose stand type with the buttons: depending on 
your choice, the document will unlock ( or lock) certain 
fields for ordering services available to your stand type.

If you make a mistake in order 
Forms, you can click “Reset Form” 
button, which erases all fields in 
the document and allows you to 
start over.

These fields must be filled in only 
in Form T (filled in fields will be 
duplicated on all pages
automatically).



When "SPACE ONLY" option is selected

In this case additional services can be ordered only by Forms Т1, Т2.1, Т2.2, you can order technical
connections, stand cleaning, car passes for your vehicle, temporary personal. Furniture, lighting and
other equipment for your stand should be supplied by your building company according to the contract
between you and your building company.

In Adobe Reader settings you need to enable 
“display of fields”, in this case all fields of services 
which are available for selected type of stand 
become visible and available for filling, others will 
be locked.

You  can  put  quantity  in  the  highlighted fields;  
total  price  will  be  calculated automatically.



When "STANDARD STAND" option is selected

You can fill only highlighted fields, 
other services for this type of stands 
are unavailable.

“Fascia panel text” is an obligatory 
field. If you do not need fascia 
name, please mention “do not need 
fascia name”, or “do not need 
fascia panel”, if you don’t need 
fascia panel at all.

In this case additional equipment and services can be ordered by Forms Т1 - Т4.2. Pictures of Standard Stand
can be found on p.22 - Standard Shell Scheme Form, also in this Form you can find Standard Stand package
according to stand’s size.



When "STANDARD STAND" option is selected

This Form should be filled only if you 
chose “ Space only” stand in the 
participation contract, but later decide 
to change to “Standard Stand”. To place 
your order you should put quantity of 
sq.m according to your participation 
contract in the field of Standard Shell 
Scheme Form.

You need to draw a topview scheme of your 
stand on page 38. Scheme can be drawn by 
hand, the most important is to draw exact 
placement of ordered equipment.
Scheme can be sent as a separate document 
or even in text format (example, “showcase 
should be placed on the front left line of the 
stand, all spotlights should be placed along 
back wall” etc.). Technical manager will draw 
the layout of your stand based on your 
scheme and send it to you for approval (3D 
image, top view).



When PREMIUM STAND" option is selected

You can fill only highlighted fields, 
other services for this type of stands 
are unavailable.

In this case additional equipment and services can be ordered through Forms Т1-Т3, T4.3-T4.4. Pictures of 
Premium Stands can be found on pages 23-28 - Premium Shell Scheme Forms, also in this Form you can find 
package according to stand’s size.
To order Premium stand building you should put quantity of sq.m according to your participation contract in the 
field of Premium Shell Scheme Form. If you ordered «Space only» according to your participation contract you 
should order base configuration of Premium Stand. If you ordered Standard Shell according to your participation 
contract you should choose «Upgrade» from Standard to Premium Stand.



You need to draw a topview scheme of your stand
on page 38. Scheme can be drawn by hand, the
most important is to draw exact placement of
ordered equipment.
Scheme can be sent as a separate document or
even in text format (example, “showcase should be
placed on the front left line of the stand, all
spotlights should be placed along back wall” etc.).
Technical manager will draw the layout of your
stand based on your scheme and send it to you for
approval (3D image, top view).

This field should be filled if only you have ordered
Space only earlier.

This field should be filled in if only you have
ordered
Space only + Standard Stand earlier.

When PREMIUM STAND" option is selected



FINAL STEPS

In order Organiser can provide quality service in time it is
necessary for Exhibitor to provide application and order for
additional equipment and services - Form T before thу
deadline. Late orders are subject of surcharge.

Fields with Exhibitor contact details must be filled
correctly. It is important to provide hot link beetween
Organiser and Exhibitor on a subject of technical issues
and questions.

Check the box next to the time period in which the actual
filing date falls. A late order surcharge will be added to the
service cost.

Place the date when you send your Form to Organiser.
Form Т is the basis for invoice, it should be signed by
responsible person of your company, you should use the
same stamp as it is in your exhibition participation
contract.



GENERAL GUIDELINES
1)After all needed pages are filled, please print only 
filled pages (empty pages should not be printed) and 
Form T (it is the first page in the technical service 
forms, total sums are calculated automatically). 
Printed pages must be signed, Form T - signed and 
stamped, scanned and sent before deadline to the 
technical manager via email, address is mentioned on 
the upper part of each form.

2)If for some reason you are unable to fill out the 
application electronically, it can be completed by hand.

3)Any questions, that were not covered by this guide 
can be asked to the manager of Technical Service, 
responsible for your exhibition (you can find contact 
details in the upper part of each page).
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